Introduction
Turbulent flows are fluid motions which are characterized by chaotic changes in pressure and flow velocity. They are usually accompanied with three-dimensional and transient velocities, large range of time and length scales, and nonlinear pressure gradients [1] . Turbulent flows are often observed phenomena in everyday surroundings and prevalent processes in industry. Intensive studies with respect to predicting turbulent flows have been carried out in recent 100 years.
However, turbulence is a process with high complexity and the physics of turbulence is still not fully understood. Due to this reason, prediction of turbulent flows is extremely difficult.
The most often used CFD approaches for solving turbulent flows include direct numerical simulation (DNS) [2, 3] , Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations simulation (RANS) [4] [5] [6] , large eddy simulation (LES) [7] [8] [9] , scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) [10] , and detached eddy simulation (DES) [11] . The Navier-Stokes equations are numerically solved without any turbulence model in DNS. It is the most accurate CFD approach whereas it is rarely employed in industrial applications due to its high computational costs, especially for high Reynolds number problems.
Practical solution of a turbulent flow more or less requires a turbulence model.
RANS is an often used method for solving turbulent flows in industry due to its low computational costs and reasonable results. Many RANS models were developed based on the eddy viscosity assumption proposed by Boussinesq [12] . RANS methods have been widely accepted for solving turbulent flows in engineering applications. However, the assumptions used in RANS may sometimes lead to considerable model errors and uncertainties in CFD results.
LES is a compromise between DNS and RANS, in which the large eddies are solved directly like in DNS while the subgrid-scale stresses (SGS) are modeled. LES is more accurate than RANS, however, it is still too expensive for many engineering problems which have a high Reynolds number. Some other turbulence models blend LES and RANS; the examples are the Scale-Adaptive simulation (SAS) [10] and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) [11] . Since the deficiencies of LES and RANS also apply to these approaches, they still need further improvement and validations.
The purpose of the present study is developing a new method for calculating turbulent. It is developed based on the asymptotic theory. In an early paper, the asymptotic method has been suggested by Carey & Mollendorf [13] for studying viscosity effects for natural convection flows.
Later, Herwig and his colleagues further extended the method and performed comprehensive studies with respect to the variable property effects on flow and heat transfer problems, see [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The temperature dependent fluid properties under consideration include the density, viscosity, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity. A Taylor series expansion of all properties with respect to temperature has been made in this asymptotic method. The asymptotic coefficients (A-coefficients) were introduced to calculate the solutions for the variable property fluids [15] .
Later, Bünger & Herwig [20] introduced a higher order coefficient method (HOC) to calculate the A-coefficients in the asymptotic method. When applied in a more general sense, the HOC approach is called asymptotic computational fluid dynamics (ACFD) since CFD solutions are used to calculate the certain A-coefficients in asymptotic expansions. Jin & Herwig [21] demonstrated how to account for the variable property effects on the mixed convection with the ACFD method.
A more efficient way for calculating the asymptotic coefficients (or A-coefficients) in the Taylor series expansion were suggested in [22] .
Jin & Herwig [23] summarized the previous studies and proposed the parameter extension method (PEM) for calculating flow and heat transfer problems. Up to now, the PES is still not a flow simulation method but a method for accounting for variable property effects. A complex turbulent flow, particularly at a high Reynolds number, still cannot be simulated using the PEM.
One reason is that it is difficult to determine the reference solution which is qualitatively similar to the desired solution but less expensive. In addition, calculation of the A-coefficients using the HOC method is computationally expensive. The errors for the calculated A-coefficients and the neglected high order terms may have significant effects on the accuracy of the PEM results.
In the current study, based on the PEM, we will propose a turbulent flow simulation method, i.e., parameter extension simulation (PES). The structure of the paper is as follows: The PES method is introduced in section 2. The numerical methods for a PES solution is introduced in section 3. Four types of turbulent flows are solved by using PES in section 4 to demonstrate its applications. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.
Parameter extension simulation
As a mathematical method for simulating turbulent flows, parameter extension simulation (PES) is defined as a calculation of the turbulent flow for the desired parameter values with the help of a solution for the initial parameter values, i.e., the reference solution. The basic idea for PES is that often a continuous change of parameter values will lead to a corresponding continuous change in the solution. Mathematically the PES method corresponds to a regular perturbation approach with the (small) deviations of the parameters from their initially defined reference values as (small) perturbation parameters. Thus, the desired solution can be extended from the reference solution 0 with the help of the asymptotic expansion. In order to end up with an asymptotic approximation of a solution three consecutive steps are necessary. They are: 
Governing equations
The reference solution should be qualitatively similar to the desired solution which is usually a DNS solution. In addition, it should be less expensive. We may use a LES solution as the reference solution since it approaches to the DNS solution as the mesh size ∆ is reduced to zero. However, the mesh is often non-uniformly distributed for a complex flow problem, thus it is difficult to perform an asymptotic study with respect to ∆.
Hereby we propose a special type of LES for calculating the reference solution. The governing equations are the filtered Navier-Stokes equations. For an incompressible flow, they read ̃= 0 (2.1)
The tilde ̃ denotes a filtered variable in the model equations. is a body force. An artificial force is introduced into the momentum equation in order to model part of the turbulent motions.
determines the distribution of the artificial force, while is a weight coefficient which determines the strength of the artificial force. Since the eddies to be directly resolved can be controlled by adjusting the value, this type of simulation is called controlled eddy simulation (CES). We solve Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2) for = 0 to obtain the reference solution.
CES is a special type of LES. However, the artificial force for the CES is independent of the mesh size ∆. Instead, a CES solution approaches to a DNS solution as the weight coefficient → 0. A small perturbation parameter can be defined as
An asymptotic expansion can be made from the reference solution ( = 0):
where , = 1 ⋯ − 1 are the asymptotic coefficients. The DNS solution can be obtained if we set to the value of 0 , i.e.,
We may use the reference CES solution 0 to approximate the DNS solution , leading to a 0-order PES solution (or reference CES solution). We are able to determine the A-coefficients with more CES solutions for different values, leading to a higher order PES method.
Modified mixing length (ML+) model
A modified mixing length (ML+) model was developed to determine the artificial force distribution . The eddy viscosity hypothesis is adopted in this model. is calculated as
where is an effective eddy viscosity. Similar to the classic mixing length model [24] , the eddy viscosity is determined by the product of a mixing length and a characteristic velocity . 
where + = is the dimensionless distance from the wall. is the friction velocity.
is a model constant.
Since it is difficult to calculate w + for a complex geometry, ( w + ) in Eq. 
The square of the modified mixing length ′2 is calculated as
where is the characteristic length of the flow regime. If the flow is not bounded by walls, the mixing length is equivalent to the characteristic length . Here we use + = 1 and = 1 as the model constants.
Reference weight coefficient 0 and A-coefficients
Similar to the mesh size Δ for a traditional LES, the weight coefficient determines the cutoff eddy size for a CES solution. More turbulent motions will be modeled as the value of increases, thus the computational costs can be reduced. However, the increase of may result in a higher model error. Therefore, the value of 0 for calculating the reference solution should be determined as a compromise between the model accuracy and the computational cost.
In a LES method, it is often assumed that all kinetic energy transported from the filtered flow field to the unresolved small eddies will be eventually dissipated without affecting the filtered flow field. This assumption may be better interpreted using the integral equation for the mechanical energy. Multiplying Eq. (2.2) with ̃, averaging it over time, and integrating it in the whole flow domain, we may obtain the integral equation for the mechanical energy,
where ̃ denotes the overall loss of the filtered mechanical energy. is the mean velocity. It is composed of the change of the filtered stagnation pressure − ∫̃̃ * ̅̅̅̅̅̅ ′ , the work done by the viscous force at the boundary surfaces ∫ 2( + )̃̅ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ′ , and the work done by the body
+̃ is the filtered stagnation pressure. The pseudo dissipation rate for the filtered flow field ̃ is composed of the directly resolved dissipation rate ̃ and the modeled dissipation rate ̃. They are defined as ̃=̃+̃; ̃= 2̃̃; ̃= 2̃̃ (2.14)
̃ indicates the kinetic energy which is transported from the filtered flow field to the unresolved eddies which are smaller than the cutoff eddy size. If is set to 0, Eq. (2.13) becomes
where ̅ is the local mean dissipation rate obtained from a DNS solution.
According to the eddy-cutoff assumption mentioned above, the kinetic energy which is transported to the unresolved eddies will be all dissipated if the cutoff eddy size is sufficiently small. Therefore, ∫ (̅ +̅ ) ) will be equal to ∫ ̅ ) if is smaller than a critical value .
Thus, a -convergence study with respect to ∫ (̅ +̅ ) ) (or ̃) may be performed to determine whether the reference solution is qualitatively similar to the DNS solution. Similar to a mesh-convergence study, CES solutions for at least another two values, ̂0 and ̂2 0 , are needed for a -convergence study. ̂ is a factor which is larger than 1. The 0-and 1-order PES solutions can be calculated as:
A higher order PES can be calculated using the Richardson extrapolation: The Richardson-PES solution is calculated as
where the observed order of accuracy ̂ is calculated as:
It may be noticed that a full asymptotic expansion is approximated in Eq. The solver has received intensive validations in our previous studies, see [26] [27] [28] [29] as examples.
In [28] , we have introduced an accuracy measure for assessing the numerical error of a numerical solution. is defined as
The value of for an ideal numerical solution is zero. For a real numerical solution, however, due to the existence of the numerical dissipation, is usually larger than 0. For example, the values are 0.1%-1.5% for the DNS results for a flow in a channel with smooth walls (see [30] ).
They are 7%-10% for more complicated turbulent flows such as a flow in a channel with rough walls (see [26] and [27] ) or a turbulent flow in porous media (see [28] and [29] ).
Test cases of application
We demonstrate the application of PES by four cases. They are decaying homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, smooth wall channel flows, rough wall channel flows, compressor blade cascade flows.
Decaying homogeneous and isotropic turbulence
The first test case is the decaying homogeneous and isotropic turbulence in a box with the size It can be seen in Fig. 1 that increases with .
The observed accuracy ̂ was calculated using Eq. (2.19), where ̂ is equal to 2. 
Smooth wall channel flows
The geometry of the test case is a channel bounded with two smooth walls. The Reynolds number for this type of flows is defined as
where is the mean velocity and is the half channel height. The computational domain size is 6.28 × 2 × 3.14 . The turbulent flows for different Reynolds numbers were calculated using PES and traditional LES methods. The subgrid models used in the traditional LES solutions include the Smagorinsky model [7] , the k-equation transport model [8] , and the WALE model [9] . All test cases were calculated with the same mesh resolution ( 225 × 160 × 225 ). Another higherresolution mesh resolution (256 × 212 × 256) was used to carry out the mesh independence study.
For a channel flow, the magnitude of the overall losses ̃ corresponds to the friction coefficient which is defined as
where is the magnitude of the body force. The -convergence study is shown in Fig. 4 . The results for = 0.003 are used as the reference solution. Fig. 4 shows that decreases almost linearly as increases from 0.003 to 0.005, thus the observed accuracy ̂ is about 1. Therefore, the
Richardson-PES solution is approximately equivalent to 1-order PES solution 1 . 
Rough wall channel flows
The geometry for this test case is a channel with two rough walls. The rough walls are made of 2-dimensional square-shaped riblets of size which are a distance of from each other in 1 -direction, see Fig. 8 . The height of the channel which is defined as the distance between the mid-
planes of the riblets of the two side walls is 2 . The 2 = 0 plane lies at the tip of the bottom riblets.
In [31] , we have calculated the same type of flows using DNS and eight RANS models, including the kε-, kω-, and RSM-family models. The comparison between the RANS and DNS results shows that the model errors of the RANS models under consideration are all higher than 20%. The kε-and RSM-family models even predicted the wrong trend with respect to the ~Re relationship.
The DNS cases in [31] were calculated again with a smaller computational domain, which has the size 2 × 2. The rough wall channel flows for Re=5600, 11200, 22400, 44800, and 89600 were calculated using the PES method. The maximum value of Re is 6010, which is for the case Re=89600. The flow reaches the fully rough regime as Re≥ 11200, the corresponding dimensionless roughness height is + =75, where + is defined as
The value of + for Re=89600 is 601.
The -convergence study is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that is almost independent of if is smaller than 0.005. Thus, the CES solution for = 0.004 is used as the reference solution (or 0-order PES solution). The 1-order and Richardson-PES solutions of are identical to the reference solution. Fig. 10 shows the 0-order PES, RANS, and DNS solutions for . Obviously the PES solution has a much higher model accuracy than the RANS solutions. ln ( 2 + ) + 1.5
The turbulent flow in a compressor cascade was calculated by using the PES method. The computational domain is a passage of the cascade made of airfoils NACA0065-009. A periodic boundary condition in the pitchwise direction was used to account for the effects of the neighboring airfoils.
In order to reduce the boundary effects, the inlet and outlet regions were extended by 1.59c
and 2c, where the chord length is = 0.15m. The velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at the inlet were given according to the experimental data in [33] . The free stream velocity at the inlet ∞ is 40ms -1 . A divergence free synthetic eddy method [34] was used to approximate inlet velocity fluctuations. Two incidence angles were accounted for in the study. They are 0° and 4°. Since According to [33] , the particle diameter is 25 , the porosity is 0.48, the model constant is 180.
A body fitted mesh which concentrates near the airfoil surface and bounded walls was adopted in the study, see Fig. 1 . The dimensionless mesh spacing + of the first grid point near the wall is smaller than 1, thus the turbulent boundary layer can be resolved. The mesh in the region close to the cascade trailing edge is refined to capture the boundary layer separation. The standard mesh which was used in our test cases has about 16 million mesh cells, with 101173 cells in the 1 -2 plane and 160 cells in the spanwise ( 3 -) direction. Fig. 13 shows the mesh in a half computational domain. A traditional LES of the same cascade flow but for only a half span used 200 million grid points, see [36] . A CES solution uses much lower computational resources. 
Conclusions
Parameter extension simulation (PES) as a mathematical method for simulating turbulent flows has been proposed. It is defined as a calculation of the turbulent flow for the desired parameters with the help of a reference solution. A controlled eddy simulation (CES) method has been developed to calculate the reference solution 0 . The CES method is a special type of large eddy simulation (LES) method in which an artificial force distribution and a weight coefficient are used to model part of the turbulent motions.
A modified mixing length model (ML+) has been proposed to calculate . The reference value is determined through a -convergence study. Since is uniformly distributed in space, the established mesh-convergence study methods (such as the Richardson extrapolation) can be used at a high Reynolds number, the 0-order PES (or reference CES) solution has a similar accuracy as a traditional LES method (see Fig. 5 ), while it is much more accurate than RANS methods (see are in good accordance with the experimental data in [33] and [37] . The model accuracy can be further improved by adopting a higher order PES method, see Figs. 2 and 5.
The computational costs for a PES solution is much lower than those for a traditional LES solution at a high Reynolds number. When the same mesh resolution is adopted, the numerical error for a 0-order PES solution is lower than that for a traditional LES solution (see Fig. 6 ).
Therefore, to achieve the same numerical accuracy, we expect that a PES solution requires fewer mesh cells than a traditional LES solution. PES of a compressor cascade flow needs only about 1/25 of the cells for a traditional LES study, see [36] . Our test cases show that the PES method is particularly suitable for turbulent flows with a high Reynolds number in a complex geometry.
